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Abstract: To control and manipulate electromagnetic waves and fields we need to use materials.
Metamaterials and metasurfaces have provided interesting platforms for tailoring and functionalizing the
wave-matter interaction. Most of such material-based interactions have been with spatially
inhomogeneous media, utilizing three dimensions of space. However, the dimension of “time” can be
added to such inhomogeneous materials, exploiting materials that can change in time, in addition to (or
instead of) space-varying material parameters. Such four-dimensional (4D) spatiotemporal metamaterials
offer novel electromagnetic features with exciting functionalities. This talk is divided into three parts: In
the first part, I will discuss how judicious choices of spatial inhomogeneity can provide material platforms
that can perform mathematical operations with waves, effectively constructing materials that can solve
equations with waves with near speed of light, thus functioning as wave-based analog computing
machines. In the second part, I will present the other extreme, i.e., material platforms that are
homogeneous in space, but instead exhibits time-varying parameters, leading to interesting features such
as anti-reflection temporal coating, temporal aiming and temporal steering, and temporal cladding. In the
final section of this talk, I will show how combining spatial and temporal inhomogeneities in
spatiotemporal metamaterials can offer exciting functionalities beyond those of the conventional
metamaterials. As an example for the third section of the talk, I will present how we can manipulate
diffusion, leading to asymmetry and trapping in diffusive phenomena, using such spatiotemporal
platforms. I will present physical insights into these results and forecast future research directions in
these areas.
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